Score Predictor Factor Analysis and single-item indicators 2 Abstract Score Predictor Factor Analysis (SPFA) was introduced as a method that allows to compute factor score predictors that are -under some conditions-more highly correlated with the common factors resulting from factor analysis than the factor score predictors computed from the common factor model. In the present study, we investigate SPFA as a model in its own rights. In order to provide a basis for this, the properties and the utility of SPFA factor score predictors and the possibility to identify single-item indicators in SPFA loading matrices were investigated. Regarding the factor score predictors, the main result is that the best linear predictor of the score predictor factor analysis has not only perfect determinacy but is also correlation preserving. Regarding the SPFA loadings it was found in a simulation study that five or more population factors that are represented by only one variable with a rather substantial loading can more accurately be identified by means of SPFA than with conventional factor analysis. Moreover, the percentage of correctly identified single-item indicators was substantially larger for SPFA than for the common factor model. It is therefore argued that SPFA is a tool that can be especially helpful when very short scales or single-item indicators are to be identified.
proposed Score Predictor Factor Analysis (SPFA) in order to overcome the difference between the covariances reproduced by the factor loadings of the common factor model (CFM) and the covariances reproduced by the model implied by the CFM factor score predictors. The difference between the covariances reproduced by the CFM loadings and the covariances reproduced by the CFM factor score predictor is described in Beauducel (2007) and conditions where this difference is a minimum are investigated in Beauducel and Hilger (2015) . Nevertheless, it might be regarded as a problem that the interpretation of CFM loadings and the interpretation of the loadings resulting from CFM factor score predictors can diverge (Beauducel, 2005) . Therefore, the aim of SPFA is to assure that the SPFA loadings yield the same interpretation as the loadings that are implied by the SPFA factor score predictors.
The focus of Beauducel and Hilger (2019) was on the differences between the common factor model, principal component analysis, and SPFA, so that they investigated how well common factors can be recovered by SPFA factor score predictors and principal components. Accordingly, they investigated the correlation of the SPFA best linear predictors with the corresponding factors of the common factor model. They showed that -under some circumstances-the SPFA best linear predictor has larger correlations with the corresponding CFM factor than the CFM best linear factor score predictor itself. It might therefore be considered to compute the best linear SPFA factor score predictor as a substitute for the conventional CFM best linear predictor. Although the SPFA best linear predictor may be regarded as a substitute for the CFM best linear predictor, SPFA might also be considered as a model in its own right. In order to provide a basis for this, the properties and the possible utility of SPFA as a model for multivariate data analysis is investigated in the present study.
Using SPFA in its own rights implies that the validity of SPFA factor score predictors as indicators of the SPFA factors should be investigated. This aspect has not been addressed in Beauducel and Hilger (2019) as they focused on SPFA factor score predictors as indicators for CFM factors. Therefore, the algebraic description of SPFA factor score predictors and their validity for the SPFA factors will be addressed here. Typically, three aspects of the validity of factor score predictors are discussed: The correlation of the factor score predictors Score Predictor Factor Analysis and single-item indicators 4 with the factors, which is the determinacy of the factor score predictor (Guttman, 1955; Grice, 2001; Nicewander, 2019) and sometimes also termed 'validity' (Gorsuch, 1983) , the similarity of the intercorrelation of the factor score predictors with the intercorrelation of the factors (correlation preserving), and conditionally unbiasedness, which implies that the factor score predictors have substantial correlations only with the intended factors. Whereas the correlation of the factor score predictors with the factors can be regarded as a form of convergent validity, conditional unbiasedness could be regarded as a form of discriminant validity. Structural similarity, a fourth criterion for the validity of factor score predictors, implies that the covariances (i.e., the non-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix) reproduced from the factor score predictor are as similar as possible to the covariances reproduced from the factors (Beauducel & Hilger, 2015) . Thus, the algebraic investigation of SPFA factor score predictors will comprise these four aspects of score validity (determinacy, preserving inter-correlations, conditional unbiasedness, structural similarity).
Investigating SPFA as a model in its own rights also implies that the SPFA loadings are considered because, usually, the loadings are inspected as a basis for an interpretation of factors. According to Beauducel and Hilger (2015) a loading matrix containing only zero loadings and a single unit-loading per factor leads to a perfect fit of the model reproduced from the factor score predictors. Since SPFA is a model based on the factor score predictors, this implies that SPFA should be especially suitable for the analysis of loading patterns that are based on a few large loadings per factor and a large number of very small loadings. This is in line with the results of Beauducel and Hilger (2019) , who found the largest correlation of SPFA factors with CFM factors when there was a single, very large salient loading per factor. Models with very few, very large loadings per factor occur when a single measured variable is used as an optimal indicator of a latent variable. This is relevant when very short scales or single-item indicators are required for large scale surveys (Rammstedt & Beierlein, 2014) and in research contexts where a very large number of constructs has to be represented (Ziegler, Kemper, & Kruyen, 2014) . Moreover, Bergkvist and Rossiter (2007) demonstrate that the predictive validity of single-item measures can be equal to the predictive validity of multipleitem measures. Accordingly, the use of single-item measures might also be justified because it Score Predictor Factor Analysis and single-item indicators 5 can be more effective. Even though in many settings multiple-item measures are probably more valid than single-item measures, finding single-item measures with maximal validity is probably still an issue. According to Hilger (2015, 2019) one might expect that SPFA is especially useful for the identification of factors with very few large loadings so that SPFA could be used for the identification of very short scales or single-item measures.
Therefore, the second aim of the present study is to compare SPFA loadings and CFM loadings for CFM population models based on factors with a very small number of variables with rather high loadings. Since the identification of the population loading patterns by means of CFM and SPFA might depend on factor rotation, different methods of factor rotation will also be considered. This aspect will be addressed by means of a simulation study where samples are drawn from the population.
In sum, the aim of the present study is to investigate the usefulness of SPFA as a model in its own rights. Accordingly, some definitions will be given before the validity of SPFA factor score predictors as predictors of SPFA factors will be described algebraically.
Finally, as this could be an interesting application of SPFA, the identification of population models with a single large loading per factor and the selection of the variable with the largest population loading by means of SPFA and CFM will be compared by means of a simulation study.
Definitions
The common factor model states that a random vector x of p observed variables is predicted 
An additional matrix representing the residual covariances due to model error of the CFM may be added to the right hand side of Equation 2 (MacCallum & Tucker, 1991) . In Score Predictor Factor Analysis and single-item indicators 6 exploratory factor analysis, the loadings of orthogonal factors are estimated in a first step.
According to the Minres-method the residuals of the observed correlations should be a minimum (Harman & Jones, 1966) . Accordingly, the Minres-loadings M Λ are estimated in order to minimize the residuals of the non-diagonal elements of the observed sample covariance matrix S, that is 
Λ Λ Λ S Λ
where " -1/2 " denotes the inverse of the symmetric square root. As noted in Harman (1976) , the corresponding oblique loading pattern can be computed as
where T is a transformation matrix that is obtained by means of factor rotation. Minimizing
where s Ω represents the residual correlations due to model error of the SPFA.
SPFA factor score predictors
ΦΛ Σ x for the CFM best linear predictor (i.e. the regression score predictor; Thurstone, 1935) yields
the SPFA best linear predictor, with , 1´1 
Equation 9 implies that sBL f has a perfect determinacy and is correlation-preserving. With respect to conditional unbiasedness it should be noted that the SPFA best linear factor score predictor correlates to the same degree with other factors than the factors themselves do.
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Structural similarity of the SPFA factor score predictor means that the non-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix reproduced by the SPFA factors ( SPFÂ Σ ) are the same as the nondiagonal elements of the SPFA best linear factor score predictor ( sBL Σ ). This condition is given by Theorem 1. 
The covariance matrix reproduced from factor score predictors can be computed from
where B represents the weights for the factor score predictor (Beauducel & Hilger, 2015 , 2019 
This completes the Proof.
It is notable that the identity of the non-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix reproduced from the SPFA factors and from the SPFA best linear factor score predictor does not depend on the amount of model error.
The equality of Anderson-Rubin's (1956) orthogonal factor score predictor with
Takeuchi's factor score predictor Tâ f has been shown in Beauducel (2015) so that it is
As an orthogonal factor score predictor only makes sense for orthogonal factors, the orthogonal Rubin's/Takeuchi's factor score predictor has perfect determinacy, is correlation preserving, conditionally unbiased, and has structural similarity, when the SPFA factors are orthogonal.
Krijnen, Wansbeek, and ten Berge (1996) proposed the best linear conditionally unbiased predictor, which can be written as according to Jöreskog (1969, Eq. 10) and some transformation yields 
Λ T T Λ SΛ T T Λ Λ T Φ T Λ Λ Λ Ψ Ω Λ Λ Λ T
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Σ = SΛ (Λ SΛ ) Λ S SΛ (Λ SΛ ) Λ S indicating that
the SPFA Harman factor score predictor has no structural similarity with the SPFA factors.
Models with a single large loading per factor
The performance of SPFA and CFM to identify factors with a single large loading was compared by means of a simulation study. The conditions of the simulation study were salient loading size (sl = .50, .60, .70, .80), sample size (n = 200, 400, 1,000), and number of orthogonal factors (q = 2, 5, 8). Each factor was defined by one salient population loading and by two small population loadings of .30. In order to investigate single-item identification in a context of a large number of irrelevant variables, seven population loadings per factor were zero. For q = 2 this results in 14 variables with zero loadings and 6 variables with non-zero loadings (see Table 1 ).
Score Predictor Factor Analysis and single-item indicators 10 Three rotation methods were investigated (Varimax, Parsimax, Infomax). Varimax-rotation (Kaiser, 1958) was investigated because it is still one of the most popular rotation methods (Weide & Beauducel, 2019) , Parsimax-rotation (Crawford & Ferguson, 1970) was investigated because it can be regarded as a method where the simple structure across rows and columns of a loading matrix is balanced (Browne, 2001) . Infomax-rotation (McKeon, 1968 ) was investigated in order to enhance the heterogeneity of rotation methods. Overall, the design of the simulation study comprises 4 (sl) x 3 (q) x 3 (n) = 36 conditions. For each condition 1,000 samples were generated. Data generation and analysis was based on IBM SPSS Version 26. Common factor scores f and unique factor scores u were generated from normal distributions with µ = 0 and σ = 1 by the method of Box and Muller (1958) from uniformly distributed numbers generated by the Mersenne twister integrated in SPSS.
Observed variable scores x were computed from the population loadings, the corresponding unique loadings, and the common and unique factor scores according to Equation 1 and submitted to CFM and SPFA. The factor rotation was performed according to Bernaards and Jennrich (2005) . The 36,000 CFM loading patterns and the 36,000 SPFA loading patterns were submitted to Varimax, Parsimax, Infomax and Target rotation. One dependent variable is the mean congruence coefficient (Tucker, 1951) describing the mean similarity of the sample factors with the population factors for each condition, extraction, and rotation method.
As a second dependent variable, the percentage of selection of the variable with the largest population loading from the sample loading matrix will also be investigated. The absolute sample loading of the variable that might be selected as a single-item indicator should be substantially larger than the sample loading of the other variables on the respective factor. Moreover, the sample loading of the variable should also be substantially larger than the absolute sample loading of the respective variable on the remaining factors. Therefore, the percentage of absolute sample loadings that are at least .05 (and in a second condition at least .10) greater than the remaining absolute sample loadings (in rows and columns of the loading pattern) for variables with the salient population loading on a factor (sl), is investigated. Since the population salient loading per factor is at least .20 greater than the small population loading (for sl = .50), this percentage is termed the percentage of correctly identified singleitem indicators. As a benchmark, the mean congruence for Target-rotation towards the population loading matrix was also computed.
The results are given in Figure 1 and can be summarized as follows: For n ≥ 400 and q = 8, the mean congruence with the population loadings was greater for SPFA loadings than for CFM loadings for all salient loading sizes. For sl ≥ .60 and q ≥ 5 the mean congruence with the population loadings was greater for SPFA loadings than for CFM loadings for all sample sizes. For q = 2 and sl ≤ .60 the mean congruence with the population loadings was greater for CFM loadings than for SPFA loadings. For sl = .80 the mean congruence with the population loadings was greater for SPFA loadings than for CFM loadings for all numbers of factors and all sample sizes. The effect of the factor rotation method was negligible. To sum up, when the number of factors was small and the salient loading size was moderate to small, CFM had larger mean congruence than SPFA. With five or more factors and moderate to large loadings SPFA had larger mean congruence than CFM. For large loadings SPFA had larger mean congruence than CFM for all numbers of factors and sample sizes that were investigated. Since the results for the mean congruence coefficients were nearly identical for the different methods of factor rotation, the percentage of correctly identified single-item indicators was only investigated for the Varimax rotation. Overall, the percentage of correctly identified single-item indicators was larger for SPFA than for CFM (see Table 2 ). The difference between SPFA and CFM was larger for larger sample sizes. Even for q = 2 and sl ≤ .60, when the mean congruence with the population loadings was greater for CFM loadings than for SPFA loadings, the percentage of correctly identified single-item indicators was greater for SPFA than for CFM. Percentage of absolute sample loadings for variables with the largest population loading that are greater by .05 or more than the second largest loading in the column and row of the loading matrix. CFM .10/SPFA .10: Percentage of absolute sample loadings for variables with the largest population loading that are greater by .10 or more than the second largest loading in the column and row of the loading matrix.
Discussion
The present study evaluates SPFA, which has initially been developed in order to provide optimal factor score predictors in the context of factor analysis (Beauducel & Hilger, 2019) , as a method in its own rights. Therefore, the quality of SPFA factor score predictors as measures for the SPFA factors was evaluated algebraically. It turns out that the SPFA best linear predictor has a perfect correlation with the corresponding SPFA factor (determinacy), that it is correlation preserving, and has structural similarity. Thus, the SPFA factor score predictor can be used as an optimal measure for the SPFA factor. It was also found that in the context of SPFA, Krijnen et al.'s (1996) and Bartlett's (1937) conditionally unbiased predictors are identical with the SPFA best linear predictor. Takeuchi's orthogonal factor score predictor is identical with the SPFA best linear predictor when the SPFA factors are orthogonal. In contrast, Harman's (1976) ideal variable factor score predictor does not correlate perfectly with the SPFA factors and has no structural similarity.
The perfect determinacy of the SPFA best linear predictor and its perfect correlation with the conditional unbiased predictors provided by Krijnen et al. (1996) and Bartlett (1937) underlines that SPFA considered in its own right is a regression component model in the sense of Schönemann and Steiger (1976) . However, it is also shown that this does not imply that any factor score predictor known from the context of factor analysis has a perfect determinacy. Since Harman's ideal variable factor score predictor has no perfect determinacy it is recommended to calculate the best linear predictor in the context of SPFA when individual scores of the participants are needed.
The utility of SPFA and CFM for identification of factors based on very few variables was compared by means of a simulation study. Although quite different methods of factor rotation were investigated the effect of Varimax-, Parsimax-or Infomax-rotation on mean congruence with the population loadings was negligible. This indicates that the choice of rotation method is not an issue when factors with very few salient loadings are to be identified. Probably, the issue of factor rotation is more important when the pattern of population loadings is more complex. Moreover, the results based on coefficients of congruence reveal that CFM can be used for the identification of factors with very few salient loadings or for a variable that can be used as a single-item indicator when only two factors and moderate loadings are considered. With five or more factors and with moderate to large salient loadings, SPFA should be preferred as a method for the identification of factors based on very few salient loadings. However, when relative loading thresholds were used for the identification of single-item indicators, it was found that SPFA correctly identified a substantially larger percentage of single-item indicators than CFM in all conditions, even in conditions with a small number of factors and moderate loadings. To sum up, the results of the simulation study reveal that SPFA can be recommended as a method for the identification of single-item indicators. An R-code for SPFA is given in the supplement of Beauducel and Hilger (2019) .
